
AP LANGUAGE MEMOIR LIST 
SELECT A MEMOIR FROM THE FOLLOWING LIST THAT INTERESTS YOU. 
ESSENTIAL QUESTION:  HOW DOES THIS MEMOIRIST USE LANGUAGE TO EFFECTIVELY CONVEY HIS MESSAGE 

AND INTEREST HIS AUDIENCE? 
 
Choose any book from the list below.  These books are College Board approved and viewed as memoirs of literary 

merit. 
Books with a “+” are mature and may need parent approval. 
Books with  * are previous student and teacher favorites. 
 
Once you begin your book, annotate carefully for the following:  
• Mark turning points and examples of reflection. 
• Mark specific examples of beautiful writing & DIDLS in each chapter:  diction, imagery, details, fresh language, syntax 
 
HOT OFF the PRESSES 
 
*Born a Crime, Trevor Noah  Noah’s experiences growing up in South Africa 
*Ordinary Light, Tracy Smith explores coming-of-age & the meaning of home against a complex backdrop of 

race, faith, and the unbreakable bond between a mother and daughter  

*Maid: Hard Work, Low Pay, and a Mother's Will to Survive, Stephanie Land  
gritty exploration of poverty in US 

*Lab Girl, Hope Jahren    debut memoir of a woman in science 
The Beauty in Breaking, Harper  ER doctor explores how a life of service to others taught her how to heal herself. 
*Know My Name, Miller rape victim gains her identity to tell her story of trauma, transcendence, and the 

power of words 
When They Call You a Terrorist, Khan-Cullors, asha bandele  a BLM memoir  
The World As It Is, Ben Rhodes a memoir of the Obama White House, a chronicle of a political education by a 

writer of enormous talent, and an essential record of the forces that shaped the last 
decade 

*The Men We Reaped,  Jessymyn Ward  story of deaths of 4 men in her life due to their environment in South Mississippi.   
My Time Will Come, Ian Manuel Manual’s conviction at 14 and his story of crime, punishment, hope and redemption 
The Sun Does Shine,  Anthony R Hinton account of finding life and freedom while on death row 
Memorial Drive, Trethaway part coming of age; part true crime, heartbreaking tale of domestic abuse & the story 

of Trethewey's mother who is brutally murdered 
Pregnant Girl, Lewis activist reflects on her experiences as a Black mother and college student fighting 

for opportunities for herself and her child 
This Is What America Looks Like: My Journey from Refugee to Congresswoman, Omar 
 first Somali-American legislator in the US, serves as the U.S. Representative for Minnesota’s 

5th congressional district. 

Eat a Peach,  Chang the making of a chef, the story of the modern restaurant world that he helped shape, and 
show he discovered that success can be much harder to understand than failure. 

Smacked,  Zimmerman journalist reflects on the mysteries surrounding her ex-husband’s descending into 
drug addiction while trying to rebuild a life for her family, 

 
Respected and Traditional 
 
Between the World and Me – Coates considered one of the most influential books of this century, Coates’s letter to son 
Wild – Strayed    1,100-mile hike on the Pacific Crest Trail in 1995 as a journey of self-discovery 
*All Over But the Shoutin’ – Bragg + Southern reporter remembers his impoverished childhood in ALA  
*My Own Country – Vergehese + young Indian doctor helps Johnson City, Tenn. confront AIDS. 
*Educated, Westover    girl who, kept out of school, leaves her survivalist family and goes on to earn a PhD  
Breaking Night: A Memoir of Forgiveness, Survival, and My Journey from Homeless to Harvard  by Liz Murray  
*The Glass Castle—Walls Walls’ account of growing up homeless and transient  
*Half-Broke Horses– Walls + The author of The Glass Castle chronicles her grandmother’s life – (prequel to 

GCastle) 
A Long Way Gone – Beah + The memoir of a boy soldier in Sierra Leone. 
A Rumor of War- Caputo + A Vietnam veteran recalls his tour of duty there. 
*The Color of Water- McBride + A black writer’s tribute to his white mother. McBride is highly acclaimed author 
*Truth and Beauty – Patchett + friendship through college and adulthood with author Lucy Grealy, very mature! 

https://www.amazon.com/Maid-Hard-Work-Mothers-Survive/dp/0316505099/ref=sr_1_2?dchild=1&keywords=maid&qid=1596819227&s=books&sr=1-2
https://www.amazon.com/Lab-Girl-Hope-Jahren-audiobook/dp/B01D1QOI0M/ref=sr_1_3?dchild=1&keywords=science+lab+memoir&qid=1596819298&s=books&sr=1-3


*My Losing Season – Conroy playing basketball for Citadel and abusive father, the fear of failure & humiliation 
*The Water is Wide – Conroy—love! Conroy’s true story of a man who gave a year of his life to Yacimaw island 
*H is for Hawk – Macdonald meditation on the bond between beasts & humans and the pain & beauty of being 

alive 
*Becoming – Obama Obama’s reflection of her childhood, youth, and adulthood and how she’s still 

growing 
The Last True Story I’ll Ever Tell, Crawford a National Guardsman's account of the war in Iraq. 
*Always Running, Rodriguez+ young Chicano gang member surviving the dangerous streets of East Los Angeles 
When I Was Puerto Rican, Santiago story of earliest years and her journey from the barrio to Brooklyn, an American 

dream story 
God Grew Tired of Us:  John Bul Dau  memoir from one of the Lost Boys of Sudan     
Ecology of a Cracker Childhood – Ray + Writer recalls how her coming of age in poverty in South Georgia led to her career 

in ecology. 
The Lazy B  – Sandra Day O’Connor The first woman Supreme Court justice recalls her coming of age on a cattle ranch.   
The Places in Between – Stewart + An adventurer recounts his walking journey across Afghanistan days after the 

Taliban fell. 
The Accidental Asian  -  Liu A former Presidential speechwriter explores his identity as a Chinese American  
*Hillbilly Elegy-Vance   Appalachian values of family & their relation to the social problems of his   

hometown 
They Poured Fire on Us From the Sky: The True Story of Three Lost Boys from Sudan  Ajak excellent account  
 
Classics—challenging reads 
 
*Angela’s Ashes – McCourt + A writer recalls his poverty-stricken Irish childhood and Catholic roots 
Reading Lolita in Tehran – Nafisi – love!  Lit prof Nafisi returns to native Iran & teaches Western books to female students 
The Opposite of Fate – Amy Tan A highly acclaimed author reflects on her experiences leading to her writing life 
*Dreams From My Father – Obama  The mixed-race senator’s recollection of his youth and young adulthood. 
Faith of My Fathers – McCain  Senator and war-hero recounts achievements of his military ancestors & his 

experiences as a PO 
Black Boy – Wright+ The celebrated black novelist tells of is childhood in the South of the 20s and 30s.  
Autobiography of Malcolm X – Haley + The odyssey of the famous black militant 
The Hiding Place – ten Boom A Dutch woman’s account of her family’s efforts to save Jews from the Nazis. 
Dust Tracks on a Road – Hurston + Hurston’s rise from childhood poverty in Florida to literary prominence in Harlem. 
Hunger of Memory – Rodriguez+ A Latino writer recalls the cultural conflict he felt during his school years. 
Wait Till Next Year – Goodwin + A historian recalls how passion for baseball brought her closer to her father. 
An American Childhood – Dillard A celebrated woman writer recalls her youth in Pittsburgh. 
 
 

McAfee’s Four Favorites 
 

   

 



 
 
 
 
UP NEXT . . . McAfee Future Reads: Student-recommended   
 
 
 

  
 

 
 
  



DIDLS Prose Analysis Method 
Just as each of us has a particular, unique way of presenting ourselves, writers have unique ways of presenting themselves. Our 
personalities shine through the way we talk, the words we choose, the gestures we use, the clothes we wear. A writer has only 
language to express his/her personality. The qualities below are the basic elements of a writer's style. Pick them out and add them 
up to figure out theme and attitude. Use them to support your TS when you write.   

Diction – The author’s choice of words and their connotations. 
What words does the author choose? Consider his/her word choice compared to another. Why did the author choose that particular 
word? What are the connotations of that word choice?  What effect do these words have on your mood as a reader?  What do they 
seem to indicate about the author’s tone? 

E.g. Author 1: Bill was unintelligent.   (relatively neutral, as far as lack of intelligence goes) 
E.g. Author 2: Bill was a zipperhead.   (less of a low IQ, more like someone who acts like an idiot) 

Images – The use of descriptions that appeal to sensory experience. 
What images does the author use? What does he/she focus on in a sensory way? The kinds of images the author puts in or leaves 
out reflect his/her style? Are they vibrant? Prominent? Plain?  What effect do these images have on your mood as a reader?  What 
do they seem to indicate about the author’s tone?  NOTE: Images differ from details in the degree to which they appeal to the 
senses. 

Details – Facts that are included or those that are omitted. 
What details are does the author choose to include? What do they imply? What does the author choose to exclude? What are the 
connotations of their choice of details? What effect do these included and excluded details have on your mood as a reader?  What 
do these included and excluded details seem to indicate about the author’s tone?  PLEASE NOTE: Details are facts or fact-lets. 
They differ from images in that they don’t have a strong sensory appeal. 

E.g. An author describing a battlefield might include details about the stench of rotting bodies or he might not.  

Language – Characteristics of the body of words used; terms like slang, formal, clinical, scholarly, and jargon 
denote language. 
What is the overall impression of the language the author uses? Does it reflect education? A particular profession? Intelligence? Is 
it plain? Ornate? Simple? Clear? Figurative? Poetic? What effect does language have on your mood as a reader?  What does 
language seem to indicate about the author’s tone? 

E.g. This is the step I’m most apt to skip. 

Sentence Structure – The fashion in which the sentences are constructed. 
What are the sentences like? Are they simple with one or two clauses? Do they have multiple phrases? Are they choppy? 
Flowing? Sinuous like a snake? Is there antithesis, chiasmus, parallel construction? What emotional impression do they leave?  If 
we are talking about poetry, what is the meter? Is there a rhyme scheme? What effect do these structures have on your mood as a 
reader?  What do these structures to indicate about the author’s tone? PLEASE NOTE:  Short = emotional or assertive; longer = 
reasonable or scholarly. 

 

  



DIDLS: The Key to TONE 

Diction - the connotation of the word choice  

What words does the author choose that are unusual or effective? Why did the author 
choose that particular word? What are the connotations of that word choice?  

DICTION EXAMPLES: 

Laugh: guffaw, chuckle, titter, giggle, cackle, snicker, roar  

Self-confident: proud, conceited, egotistical, stuck-up, haughty, smug, condescending  

House: home, hut, shack, mansion, cabin, home, residence  

Old: mature, experienced, antique, relic, senior, ancient  

Fat: obese, plump, corpulent, portly, porky, burly, husky, full-figured 

Images - vivid appeals to understanding through the senses – concrete language  

The use of vivid descriptions or figures of speech that appeal to sensory experiences helps 
to create the author's tone. 

What specific images does the author use? What does she focus on in a sensory (sight, 
touch, taste, smell, etc.) way? Do the kinds of images the author puts in or leaves out 
reflect her style? Are they vibrant? Prominent? Plain? NOTE: Images differ from detail in the 
degree to which they appeal to the senses. 

IMAGE Examples: 

My mistress' eyes are nothing like the sun. (restrained)  

An old, mad, blind, despised, and dying king. (somber, candid)  

He clasps the crag with crooked hands. (dramatic)  

Love sets you going like a fat gold watch. (fanciful)  

Smiling, the boy fell dead. (shocking)  

Details - facts that are included or those that are omitted Details are most commonly the 
facts given by the author or speaker as support for the attitude or tone.  

What details are does the author choose to include to develop his main idea? What do they 
imply? What are the connotations of their choice of details? 

 PLEASE NOTE: Details are facts or fact-lets. They differ from images in that they don't have 
a strong sensory appeal. 

Language - the overall use of language, such as formal, clinical, jargon—also using 
language that’s figurative rather than literal 



What is the overall impression of the language the author uses? Does it reflect education?  
A particular profession? Intelligence? Is it plain? Ornate? Simple? Clear? Figurative? Poetic? 
Make sure you don't skip this step. 

For example, an invitation to a wedding might use formal language, while a biology text 
would use scientific and clinical language.  

•  When I told Dad that I had goofed the exam, he blew his top. (slang)  

•  I had him on the ropes in the fourth and if one of my short rights had connected, he'd 
have gone down for the count. (jargon)  

•  A close examination and correlation of the most reliable current economic indexes 
justifies the conclusion that the next year will witness a continuation of the present, upward 
market trend. (turgid, pedantic)  

Sentence Structure/Syntax - how structure affects the reader's attitude  

What are the sentences like? Are they simple with one or two clauses? Do they have 
multiple phrases? Are they choppy? Flowing? Sinuous like a snake? Is there antithesis, 
chiasmus, parallel construction? What emotional impression do they leave?  

SENTENCE STRUCTURE:How a sentence is constructed affects what the audience 
understands.  

Parallel syntax (similarly styled phrases and sentences) creates interconnected emotions, 
feelings and ideas.  

Short sentences are punchy and intense. Long sentences are distancing, reflective and more 
abstract.  

Loose sentences point at the end. Periodic sentences point at the beginning, followed by 
modifiers and phrases.  

The inverted order of an interrogative sentence cues the reader to a question and creates 
tension between speaker and listener.  

Short sentences are often emphatic, passionate or flippant, whereas longer sentences 
suggest greater thought.  

Sentence structure affects tone. 

 

 

SHIFT IN TONE:  Good authors are rarely monotone. A speaker's attitude can shift on a 
topic, or an author might have one attitude toward the audience and another toward the 
subject. The following are some clues to watch for shifts in tone:  

• key words (but, yet, nevertheless, however, although)  

• punctuation (dashes, periods, colons)  



• paragraph divisions  

• changes in sentence length  

• sharp contrasts in diction  

TONE  

Tone is defined as the writer's or speaker's attitude toward the subject and the audience. 
Understanding tone can be challenging because the reader doesn't have voice inflection to 
obscure or to carry meaning. Thus, an appreciation of word choice, details, imagery, and 
language all contribute to the understanding of tone. To misinterpret tone is to 
misinterpret meaning.  

A list of tone words is one practical method of providing a basic "tone vocabulary." An 
enriched vocabulary enables you to use more specific and subtle descriptions of an attitude 
you discover in a text. Here is a starter list of tone words:  

Angry Sad Sentimental Afraid 
Sharp Cold Fanciful Detached 
Upset Urgent Complimentary Contemptuous 
Silly Joking Condescending Happy 
Boring Poignant Sympathetic Confused 
Apologetic Hollow Childish Humorous 
Joyful Peaceful Horrific Allusive 
Mocking Sarcastic Sweet Objective 
Nostalgic Vexed Vibrant Zealous 
Tired Frivolous Irrelevant Bitter 
Audacious Benevolent Dreamy Shocking 
Seductive Restrained Somber Candid 
Proud Giddy Pitiful Dramatic 
Provocative Didactic Lugubrious Sentimental 

Look at the tone words above.  Which might be more effective?  

Please list the effective tone words you might use. 

Also, list words you do not know and define them for yourself 
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